KJSA Site Visit – 2013
Date: 7 Dec 2013
Visited by: Ketan Mehta & Kousik Chatterjee
Summary:
This year site visit was done along with Kousik and we could visit 3 schools out of 4. Site visit was unannounced as we
called our contact – Bimal da just before starting by car, which gave them 4 hrs.
Overall all the schools are functioning properly. Bimal da has started reducing his day to day involvement and Harikrishna Mondal -da (previously teacher) is now involved more with the daily activities. We had various discussions about
the school and related activites with Bimal da and some of the important take away has been:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Schools have been running very well and teachers are actively involved.
Majority of the schools has students in Grade 1 or more.
Teachers will prefer some sort of raise in the salary.
I have asked Bimdal da about reducing days for the mid-day meal or coming with different options so that more
money can be spent on education and salary. He felt what is going on is fine but seemed open to some
suggestions.
Talked about sharing annual exam paper prepared at Gaabtala to all the schools.
We thought that it would be good idea to have Krishna Mondal and others (Auto driver) for next conference call
so that communication becomes easier.
Talked about fixing minor things in the school like wooden support beam and some cracks being developed in
the pillar. Bimal da told he will be able to take care of it without any special funding proposal.
Student count is higher but they have not changed the count in the proposal.
Bimdal-da is slowly reducing his involvement and spending more time in religious activities. He is also following
vegetarian diet. Personally his wife had some medical emergencies but now she is well.

Overall we felt that schools are managed and run effectively. Students are learning and getting ready for the public
school. Teachers are also very interested in their job and willing to go extra mile for students. Our next goal should be to
transition our support to the next level where money is used more effectively and achieve good balance between
education and mid-day meal program.
This was very satisfactory site visit and looking forward more productive support that Asha can provide.
Details:
This year we went in car as Kousik gladly offered his service. Drive was bit long but fun as we went roughly from New
town -> EM Bypass -> Garia -> Narendrapur -> Sonarpur -> Jaynagar. After reaching Jaynagar we had some light snack at
the KJSA’s office and then visited 3 schools out of 4 by auto. Visit was unannounced so we ended up on the day of
annual exams. Most of the time exams were over or student and teacher accommodated us in their schedule.
Details of each school is photographed and detailed below.

Going towards Kaorakhali in Kousik’s car

Kousik

Jamtala School
This is the school where thatched roof was replaced few years back by our capital funding. School is in much better
shape now compared to few years earlier. However new roof’s support beams are giving away and those needs to be
replaced (see photos below). I have talked to Bimal da and he confirmed that he will replace it from his existing funds.
This should not cost much but teachers were concerned rightly.
Also teacher here raised concern about the cost of living. She has been teaching here for 5+ years as I have met her in all
of my previous site visits too.
Overall school is run very well and big improvement from previous years. Students were having exams but teachers still
took time out for us. They shared teacher’s and student’s attendance book, which shows good record. It was interesting
that they now have many students in Grade 1 and higher. Even though there is public school nearby they prefer to come
here.

Our auto ride
Gentleman (forgot his name) who drove us in the auto has grew up in this village and had attended Gaabtala school. He
has worked in Kolkata (Bhowanipore, where I live) for many years and is now driving auto here. He is fluent in Hindi and
will be willing to attend any conference call if told few days earlier.
I would suggest to include him if we cannot get Kousik or me on the call.

Route between schools
Route has improved a lot compared to previous years but still not all shortest paths are paved. We had to get down at
few places and make way for other vehicle.
Quickest way to travel is either via bike/scooter as they are easy to drive but this time we used auto so that all of us can
be together. This time we were not able to visit all 4 schools and even 3rd one we were more than ½ hr late. Teachers
had kept the students in school for us and parents were waiting. Very thankful to them for keeping kids wait more than
school time so that we can talk and interact.

Gaabtala school
This is one of the oldest and effectively managed school. Mr. Jaykrishna Sarkar has been running this school for more
than few decades and has prepared course material and tests by himself. His exams are very tough and unless student
has attended this school it is very hard.
During our discussion I suggested about sharing his teaching approach and course material across all schools. He was
hesitant as he felt other kids will not be able to catch up but Bimal-da suggested that they will try it. Since all teachers
meet once a month at KJSA office, they will try to discuss this at those meetings. This will ensure that all schools have
same exam material. He has been proud of his course material and other things that he has prepared. Exam material for
grade 1 was indeed very good and in some regard equal to what students learn here.
See annual exam papers for Nursery, Grade 1, 4 etc below and it is evident that these students are learning at very good
level. When we arrived students were giving exams and finishing it up. So we were able to talk to teachers and listen to
students later.
This is also one of the biggest schools with nearly 100+ kids. I noticed that there were more than 20-30 kids in Grade 1+
level. All the students were very excited but nervous (exams). We shared some sweet at each school so they were happy
for that part. Musical performance done by students was amazing as it included reciting song/poems in local language
which in itself included descriptions about village, city, nature and numbers.

North Kaorakhali School
This was the last school we visited. We were already late and had made students wait for more than ½ an hr, so we kept
it short. Here one of the mother complained about the mid-day meal and compared it to the government provided
khichadi. In response Bimdal da told then why she is sending students here as he got irritated. But again this shows that
parents do value mid-day meal but we need to figure out how we can provide more value.

